
If you rewind a few years, there were 
students scattered throughout the “stacks” 
in the University Library pouring through 
pages of journals and books, conducting 
research for their class papers and projects. 
Fast forward to the present – 2009 – and 
students populate the entire building. The 
majority are checking their e-mail and 
conducting research via the Internet or 
utilizing the online catalog at the public 
computers. Other patrons are curled up 
in chairs in the Croslin Room, using the 
Library’s wireless access on their laptops, 
reading an e-book or lounging and listening 
to the latest podcast on  their iPods.  More 
students are on the second fl oor, checking 
out cameras or lighting kits from the Digital 
Media Studio or learning to create 3D 
animation in the 3D Animation Lab.

While the list of student activities 
available in the University Library goes 
on and on, one can expect to fi nd only a 
few students underneath piles of journals 
and books. One reason for this change of 
scenery is due in large part to the Libraries’ 
Digital Library Initiative (DLI) and the 
innovative ways in which this initiative is 
allowing individuals to use technology to 

conduct research and access information 
through the Digital Collections. 

The walls of the Library virtually 
disappear thanks to the Libraries’ Digital 
Collections. This electronic resource 
provides anyone with a portal to fi nd and 
research rare and exclusive Texas Tech 
collections. Available online from the 
University Libraries’ Web site (library.ttu.
edu/about/collections/localdigital), the 
Digital Collections are a digital museum 
where “virtual sightseeing” is at one’s 
fi ngertips 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week. Using a computer mouse as a 
tour guide, individuals can travel through 
numerous unique collections, locating 
items that may be used as visual aids 
in presentations or supply imperative 
information for research papers and 
projects. Collections currently available 

to tour include items relative to art, 
architecture, history, psychology and 
many others. At present, the Digital 
Collections encompasses 99,500 exquisite 
architectural, art and design images plus 
historical family photos, streaming sound 
and digitally scanned pages of rare and 
uncommon books. 

Although the current Digital Collections 
has a suffi cient scholarly collection, the 
goal for the DLI is to expand to all colleges 
on the Texas Tech campus. The DLI’s main 
focus is to digitize everything the university 
has to offer that is unique, while keeping 
the collections relevant to education and 
academic growth.

“We want to share the knowledge 
with everyone we can,” stated Conni 
Kitten, associate librarian and chair of the 
DLI Team. “We strive to make the Digital 
Collections relevant and to make the 
information available to people  
anywhere anytime.”



of custom boots, personally 
fi tted by Willie Lusk, during 
the future President’s visit 
to the Hub City. Reagan was 
extremely touched by this 
gesture and sent a hand-
written note of thanks, 
which remains one of Nita’s 
cherished possessions.
 In 1982, Nita was 
instrumental in creating the 
idea for the Payment in Kind 
Program (PIK) – which had 
been attempted before –
but not in the same way as 
Nita had presented it. “We can 

always change policy – the constitution gives us that authority as a 
free people,” she said. “Farmers whom I didn’t even know would come 
up to me and thank me for the PIK program.”
 In 1985, Nita ended her ten-year stint with the local radio 
program. She was on the air for fi ve minutes each day, “talkin’ ‘bout 
cotton.” She said it was a voluntary role wherein she gave updates 
on prices, economic indicators, etc. Nita was the President of Cotton 
Pool, Inc., during this time. 
 Today, Nita Gibson is still volunteering in the political arena. She 
worked with Randy Neugebauer’s fi rst campaign, heading up the 
senior citizen sector. Nita remembers giving his campaign manager 
advice on campaign moves. “It was a tight race, but I feel like I made
a contribution.”
 Nita Gibson’s story is nothing short of inspirational and is by 
no way completed; which is obvious by that wry smile and sparkle 
of feistiness in her eyes. She has generously donated her political 
memorabilia to the Southwest Collection at Texas Tech University in
 an effort to share her political journey with others. Mrs. Gibson’s 
interest in the future and in the students of Texas Tech, has led her 

to support the University Libraries by making a memorial gift 
in honor of her late husband, Charles H. Gibson, Jr. Nita has 

designated this gift to directly benefi t the digitizing 
of printed materials for Texas Tech’s Digital 

Library – a charter member of the newly 
founded Texas Digital Library.
  Nita currently has plans to publish a 

book on her life and career, not for her 
own glory, but simply for posterity. “My 

approach (regarding an issue) was not from 
arrogance, but rather in the belief that I could, 

with courage, make a difference.” Nita Gibson 
certainly did and continues to do so today.

 My fi rst encounter with Nita Gibson was that of a lunch date 
– a common occurrence for me – dining with one of the Texas 
Tech Libraries’ much appreciated donors. However, this particular 
occasion turned out to be quite uncommon. Nita had chosen Olive 
Garden – I was happy to accommodate since I am enamored with the 
restaurant’s seafood Alfredo – nevermind the calories. I had offered 
to pick her up at home, and she had agreed. I had a bit of diffi culty 
navigating the route and arrived slightly later than I was expected. 
Nita was understanding and gracious upon my arrival – she smiled 
and invited me in.
 Her home was pristine – everything in its place – but not the 
kind of show-home, museum-type feel. No, Nita’s home exuded 
welcome, and soon after conversing with Mrs. Gibson for a bit, I 
understood why. Nita’s home was a true refl ection of her personality 
– polished and smart, witty and welcoming. Treasures and memories 
strategically placed drew my curiosity like a tractor beam. Nita soon 
picked up on my intrigue and toured me through her lovely home 
– ending in what her late husband Charles termed, her “ego room,” 
adding that he was very proud of her accomplishments and was her 
greatest supporter.
 At fi rst glance, the “ego room” appeared to be a common home 
offi ce – something one might fi nd in any average home.  However, 
Nita’s offi ce was far from average. The walls were populated with 
photos – photos of Nita and various Presidents and politically 
infl uential fi gures. My interest was highly piqued and I inquired as to 
the origin and purpose behind the photos, and to my surprise, Nita 
unfolded, in brief, the amazing story that is her life.
 Nita began her political career as a member of the Democratic 
party – in fact, Texas was a Democratic state in its beginnings. 
However, when Nixon ran for President, Nita joined the “Democrats for 
Nixon” campaign. Although Nixon lost the election to John F. Kennedy, 
the tide had turned in the state and the Republican party had emerged 

dominant. Nita was a driving force for this change as the Lubbock 
County Vice-Chair for the Republican Party. 
 News of Nita Gibson’s fi re and drive spread and John Tower
asked her to be his campaign manager for Lubbock County, during 
his race for the U.S. Senate. Nita surpassed his expectations with 
her endless imagination and dedication. She held as many as ten 
coffees in one day at various supporters’ homes, campaigning for 
Tower. Lubbock was important to the campaign as one of the top 
twenty counties, holding 20 percent of the votes for the entire state 
of Texas. Nita’s tireless enthusiasm paid off and Tower won statewide 
by 10,000 votes.
 I asked Nita how it was that she became involved in so many 
political arenas and why she had been willing to spend her and 
her husband’s own money on her many requested excursions to 
Washington, D.C. Nita replied simply and matter of factly, “If I saw a 
need, I went to Washington.”
 After John Tower was elected to the U.S. Senate, Nita moved on 
to organizing the Republican Women’s Club. Of course, in true Nita 
Gibson fashion, the Lubbock-area chapters boasted more members 
than any other county in Texas and Nita was invited to the National 
Republican Women’s Convention.  

 In 1964, during Barry Goldwater’s campaign for President, Nita 
traveled to San Francisco as a delegate to the Republican National 
Convention. As funds were short, and the expense of the trip would be 
her own, Nita offered to paint a friend’s house in order to earn enough 
money to attend.  Another good friend, with whom Nita attended 
church, offered to make Nita three new outfi ts for her trip. 
 Nita was instrumental in a fundraising breakfast for Barry 
Goldwater – $10 a plate – Furr’s Cafeterias catered the event. Their 
initial count for attendees was 200; however, 450 arrived hungry and 
supportive that morning. Nita asks that I be sure to note that Furr’s 
“rallied to the cause.” 
 Although Goldwater was defeated in the election, Nita Gibson held 
her head high, knowing she had given her all to the campaign and 
happy to have met some incredible friends along the way. In the fall 
of 1967, Nita’s husband Charles suggested she return to school as “a 
bright-eyed, bushy-tailed freshman.” So, she enrolled at Texas Tech in 
the College of Education, to pursue a degree and a future in teaching. 
Of course, as one may guess, her focus was political science.
 Nita and her husband Charles had always been involved in 
farming – cotton mainly – and in the 1980s, Nita was called to 

testify before the House 
Agricultural Committee. 
This time, however, the 
Cotton Pool paid her 
expenses for the trip. 
Following her D.C. trip, 
Nita traveled to Chicago 
to appear on the Phil 
Donohue television 
show – she notes 
that Donohue paid her 
expenses. Then she 
was on to New York for a 
spot on David Suskind’s 
show. Nita remarks that 
a friend of hers wanted 
to go along and she told her, “that’s great, but you’ll have to pay your 
own expenses.” Suskind’s show took care of Nita’s. When I asked 
Nita Gibson if she returned from her brief television career as a local 
celebrity, she giggled and smiled that wry smile of hers and replied, 
“no,” but the gleam in her eye told otherwise.
 In 1981, Nita received a call from President Ronald Reagan. She 
said that after she hung up the receiver, she ran all the way out to tell 
Charles, who was on the tractor. “I only got Charles off that tractor two 
times,” she said, “once to tell him I had cancer, and once to tell him I 
had just gotten off the phone with the President.” Nita is now a 
cancer-free survivor.

 President Reagan’s unexpected call was to invite Nita to meet 
with him regarding the state of agriculture and farming in the 
United States - Nita was serving as National 
President of WIFE (Women Involved in Farm 
Economics) at the time. She was one of only 
fi fteen asked to the meeting and, she notes, the 
only woman. Nita recalls that the committee met at 
“the big, long table in the cabinet room.”
 Nita recalled to me that she had met Ronald 
Reagan during his role as the keynote speaker 
during John Tower’s campaign. Nita asserted that 
“he didn’t fl y then – we had to go to Clovis to get him.” 
Reagan was the spokesperson for General Electric at 
the time, and had agreed to speak in Lubbock on his 
way to New York. He spoke for John Tower at noon, had 
a 6 ‘o clock dinner and that night attended a rally later 
at the Coliseum. Charles and Nita gave Reagan a pair 
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 COLLEGE. For the most part, that single word summarizes the 

best four years of your life and the mere mention of that word conjures 

memories of crazy football games, late nights with friends and 

experiences that will last a lifetime. However, COLLEGE is also a great 

deal of work; the real-world work that my parents and grandparents 

have always warned me about, but which I never really put much 

thought into until I was actually swimming in it. Man, do parents really 

know best! There are exams you have to study for, papers that have to 

be written and small, yet tedious, everyday tasks. 

 Thankfully, Texas Tech offers a very valuable resource that, I have 

to say, has been one of the major factors infl uencing my academic 

and personal success – the University Library. Most of my fellow Red 

Raiders probably take the Library and its plethora of services for granted 

on a daily basis. However, I can explicitly recall the countless number of 

times the Library has come to my rescue or has turned an hour gap in 

between classes into one of the most productive 60 minutes of my day.

I am truly grateful for, and thankful to, the Library for the resources it 

provides me. 

 On a regular basis, I use a computer at any one of the labs in 

the Library. These labs give me the opportunity to check my e-mail, 

receive important updates on TechAnnounce and they also allow me 

the chance to get a head start on homework. There are a multitude of 

printers which I utilize for printing notes, papers or any other items I 

may need for class. The Library even provides dual-screen computers 

which have really come in handy when I work on my group projects 

with my classmates. Also available are large study group tables and 

private study rooms with white boards that are available by reservation. 

Recently, these white boards were helpful when a friend and I were 

studying Organic Chemistry II. We took turns drawing structures of 

molecules which proved to be the most effective technique for learning.

 Perhaps what are even more convenient are the Library’s hours 

of operation. My grandparents fi nd this hard to believe, but evening 

studying times are fairly common in my schedule. Though it may not 

seem like a big issue, the Library provides me with safe, well-lit areas 

where I can read chapters upon chapters without my eyes becoming 

tired or having to worry about saftey. When studying fi nally catches 

up with me, I like to cuddle up in the comfy chairs located in the 

Croslin Room, where I can settle in and chat or hang out with my

friends to unwind.

 Overall, if Texas Tech is my “home away from home,” then the 

Library is my offi ce, living room and entertainment center combined. The 

possibilities are endless for my academic success and, as a Texas Tech 

student, I feel fortunate to have access to this research super center.
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“The resources I use the most at the Library 
are the computers on the main fl oor, the 
books in the stacks and the DVDs for class 
videos. The Texas Tech Library has a better 
selection than local libraries. I love that it’s 
quiet and that I am able to use the study 
carrels to study by myself.”

“It’s relieving doing my work here at 
the Library. I don’t even study at home 
anymore, I just come here. The Library is 
a happy medium between doing work and 
seeing friends. I get to hang out with them, 
but at the same time, we’re all there for a 
reason and to get something done, so we 
help each other out.”
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 What happens when you combine a 

foundation that has pioneered the way for 

educational philanthropy and a library that 

is a cutting edge leader in technology? 

Pioneerology.

 That may not have been a word until 

now, but the combination of the two words – 

pioneer and technology - symbolizes the loyal 

support of the technological advancement at 

Texas Tech University Libraries by the Helen 

Jones Foundation.

 That’s why, when the Libraries learned 

that a group of architecture students 

were trying to raise money to obtain a 

Knowledge Imaging Center (KIC) Scanner 

for the Architecture Library, a division of the 

University Libraries system, it’s no wonder 

why the Helen Jones Foundation granted the 

request for the signifi cant need.

 In 2007, through a generous grant from 

the Helen Jones Foundation, the Libraries 

purchased a Knowledge Imaging Center 

Scanner. Once again, pioneerology occurred. 

Since that time, the Libraries has hosted 

representatives from Pittsburgh University and 

the University of Texas at 

Arlington, while also fi elding numerous 

inquiries via e-mail, regarding guidance on the 

implementation of this technology and how 

the Libraries are putting it to use. The Libraries’ 

successful lead in this technological venture 

spurred the purchase of a second KIC Scanner, 

through the additional support of the forward-

thinking Helen Jones Foundation.

 While today’s patrons seem to intuitively 

know how to operate the KIC Scanner, 

seasoned library patrons may think of it as a 

fancy copier only with more bells and whistles. 

In reality, the KIC Scanners provides today’s 

patrons with even more practical benefi ts than 

a copy machine. Recall the days of lugging 

textbooks and dropping stacks of papers while 

walking across campus. Today, through the 

use of the KIC scanner, students walk on easy 

street by carrying their newspaper and journal 

articles and copies of pages from books or 

notes in electronic format.

 The scanner’s customer-friendly 

technology and touch-screen monitor with 

large buttons provide ease for patrons in 

converting materials from hard copy to 

electronic or digital format. In following the 

simple on-screen instructions, patrons 

scan an item and have the convenience 

of either e-mailing it to any 

e-mail account or downloading it directly to a 

USB or jump/thumb drive, all right from 

the scanner.

 Not only are the Libraries providing 

an outlet for patrons wishing to “go green” 

through the use of its paperless research 

option (at no charge unlike other libraries 

which charge per use), it’s also an avenue 

toward the Libraries’ effort to save a little 

green as well. In today’s economic crunch, the 

KIC Scanner allows the Libraries to practice 

good stewardship of available resources, as 

the scanner eliminates the expense of paper 

and ink.

 The Texas Tech Libraries system currently 

employs six KIC Scanners which garnered a 

total of 226,045 scanned images by 3,370 

patrons in 2008. Of these scanned images, 

143,725 were saved to a USB device and 

46,537 were sent to an e-mail account. There 

are three scanners located on the fi rst/ground 

fl oor and one in the basement of the 

University Library and two housed in the 

Architecture Library.

  The Helen Jones Foundation, established 

in 1984 by Mrs. Helen DeVitt Jones, continues 

to follow Mrs. Jones’ philosophy of promoting 

education as prevention of problems, rather 

than correcting them later. Through this vision, 

and the support for the purchase of the KIC 

Scanners, the foundation continues to support 

the Libraries and its focus on technology 

as the driving force behind the libraries 

of tomorrow. Together, the Helen Jones 

Foundation and the Texas 

Tech University Libraries 

are pioneering the way 

for digital research 

readily accessible 

anytime, anywhere.

Pioneerology.

By Kaley Daniel

For information on giving to the University Libraries, please visit http://library.ttu.edu/donate/index.php
 or contact Traci Havins, development offi cer - 806.742.4388.

 Typical characteristics of a 

superhero include: intelligence, 

strength, bravery, motivation, 

determination, uniqueness 

and behavior that earns 

respect; all of which describe 

Texas Tech University Libraries’ 

very own superhero – Librarian 

Rob Weiner.

 No, he doesn’t typically 

wear a uniform or combat 

arch enemies, but he 

does use his superhero 

characteristics to provide a 

variety of skills and knowledge for 

the students, faculty and staff on campus and 

beyond. As an author, instructor and subject 

librarian for the majors of art, fi lm studies, 

music, sequential art and theatre, Weiner’s 

plate is defi nitely full. However, the pop culture 

guru has made time to author a new book 

titled, Captain America and the Struggle of the 
Superhero – Critical Essays. As a follow up to his 

previous book, Marvel Graphic Novels and Related 
Publications: An Annotated Guide, he says his 

new book represents an attempt to take comic 

scholarship a step further.

 “There are essays in this book that should 

please the general comic fan as well as please the 

academic,” he states. 

 Weiner’s goal is to continue to bring 

something positive to TTU and in the way people 

use information. When asked how and why 

he feels that comics and sequential art 

should be considered in academic discourse, he said that 

“eventually things in pop culture become academic discourse; 

therefore, universities should offer courses that interest 

students.  Universities should change to survive; 

students may not be interested in Shakespeare

 but will take a course on The Beatles or 

sequential art.  However, that does not mean

you dumb it down!”  

 Weiner’s passion for pop culture and 

students brings a positive light on librarians 

and their profession as a whole.  He 

is known around campus for his 

expertise and knowledge of 

all things “cool.” Students 

often seek his advice 

by popping into his 

offi ce at the Library 

after passing by the 

memorabilia in his 

window. However, he recalls 

fi nding this career as a “happy accident.”

 Rob attended TTU for both his undergraduate and 

fi rst master’s work. He holds a BA and MA in American 

History and earned his Master’s in Library Science 

in 1996, from the University of North Texas. Before 

becoming a librarian for Texas Tech University, he 

worked in the music industry in the 1980s. In refl ection 

of his music interest, he co-authored a bibliography on 

the band The Grateful Dead. Weiner also has 12 years 

of previous experience as a librarian for the City of 

Lubbock and has researched and published a range 

of subjects such as cowboy music, Lubbock music 

history, Johnny Cash, silent fi lm, documentary 

fi lm and sequential art history. He says that even 

when he was outside the academic world he 

continued to do academic things, which prepared 

and qualifi ed him for his current position. The 

University Libraries are proud to have our very 

own superhero – Librarian Rob Weiner. 
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 Texans are a common sight nowadays, but not necessarily in 

Texas.  It seems that the Lone Star State has not only spread its culture 

abroad, but its progeny also.  Years ago, Texas seemed to keep to itself 

more.  Unless one frequented oil rigs or the military, one did not often 

encounter Texans living outside of their natural habitat.  I remember a 

rare occurrence in 1967 – a companion (who was from 

Texas) and I were living in Argentina.  One morning while 

jousting with the somewhat eccentric Latin drivers, we 

observed a big white Caddy emerge from the melee of 

Fiats, Renaults, Skodas and motor bikes and wheel into 

the plaza and park.  Our instincts and intuition were 

aroused.  The driver’s door silently opened; a tooled and 

polished Nocona boot stepped onto the cobblestone.

 “Ha!  Must be a decent sort.  Wears Noconas.”

Soon we found ourselves talking to Jimmy Somebody-or-

other originally from Houston.  My companion (who was 

from Tomball) was somewhat overwhelmed with a “Gosh, 

isn’t it a small world” mentality.  During the ensuing 

conversation, someone blurted “But surely you know Tom 

Johnson – he lives in Houston too!”  We didn’t, but fi nding a Texan and 

his family in northern Argentina was to fi nd a friend.  We joked and told 

stories as if we had grown up together and known each other for years.

 Six years later, I returned to Texas looking for a job.  I drove an 

old ’65 rust Volkswagen.  By rust, I mean its condition, not color.  The 

bug was artfully cloaked in brownish-red paint – but it fooled no one.  

I distinctly remember tooling along a farm to market road south of 

Amarillo during a hot and dusty summer afternoon.  Oncoming pickups 

would wave at me, or blink some headlights.  The drivers of tractors 

would fl ap an arm at me as I rattled past leaving behind a curious nuts-

and-bolts fallout from my rusty steed.  At fi rst, I did not understand; 

what were they trying to tell me?  What did it mean?  Why all of these 

signals? Was there a police cruiser on my tail?  Was my fender about to 

fall off?  Or were they signaling to someone else?  A glance in the rear-

view mirror revealed no police car.  Scrutiny of the baling wire holding the 

fender revealed that while they were not exactly made for each other, the 

wire was steadfastly maintaining its hold on the fender.  There did not 

seem to be anyone else around to whom these folks could 

be signaling.  I remained baffl ed (which is more than could 

be said for my corroded muffl er).

 A few miles farther down the road, I passed a 

triangular sign that read:  “Drive Friendly.”  It was then that 

I remembered that I was once again in Texas.  I recalled my 

friends in Argentina.  And then, I knew that these Texans 

were waving to me in friendship.

 I have been told that the word “Texas” comes from a 

native word meaning friend 

or ally.  Texans have always 

been friendly; it is part of 

the Texas heritage.  A friend 

is someone who supports, sustains and 

helps in good times – and especially in 

bad times.  This and every issue of The 

Portal is about highlighting our friends; 

those who support us in good times and in 

bad.  We’re grateful for them.  They’re our 

Texans – our friends.
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